5th GUILDFORD ADVANCED PAIN & SYMPTOM MANAGEMENT COURSES
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WHO Cancer Pain Relief - 30yr of pain (control) - Dr Andrew Davies


NSAIDs - much of a muchness? - Dr Victor Pace
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Opioid receptors: an overview - Prof Graeme Henderson


Opioids - silent killers? - Dr Jason Boland


**Opioid abuse / addiction in pain patients - Dr Kath Webber**


**Pharmacogenetics and drug interactions - Dr Andrew Dickman**

- Preissner SC et al. Polymorphic cytochrome P450 enzymes (CYPs) and their role in personalized therapy. Plos One 2013; 82: e82562. [Full text available from course website].

**Non-adherence - Dr Susan Salt**

What else is new (pain)? - Dr Andrew Dickman / Dr Andrew Davies


Breakthrough cancer pain - consensus and disagreement - Dr Andrew Davies


Cough / haemoptysis - Dr Clare Smith

- Clinical Knowledge Summaries: Palliative Care - Cough Available from: http://cks.nice.org.uk/palliative-care-cough#scenario
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YouTube clip burning petroleum jelly [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hAUKTnHlcg](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hAUKTnHlcg)
YouTube clip burning oxygen tubing [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asumR-n2e6k](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asumR-n2e6k)

Care for the dying 2020: key challenges for policy and practice - Prof John Ellershaw

Knights D. In defence of the “tick-box approach”: why end of life care is no exception. Br J Gen Pract 2016; 66: 290-1. [Full text available from course website].